It will be like going to the moon and back.
Inspiring, Exciting and it’s a Wow… I Can Do That!
The Stars Of Tomorrow full day program, catered for the full gamut of our young people of today, is
perfect for high school students with Individual Education Plans (IEPs), ADHD, who are Gifted, overall
struggle with credits, or experience boredom/lack of engagement with school.
Education begins at… Famous PEOPLE Players (FPP) award winning Dine & Dream theatre, a
place where Special Happens. Open to the public for dinner / shows, winner of the Toronto Star
Readers Choice Diamond Award with a record of outstanding reviews, we are where Your Education
Begins!

Famous PEOPLE Players Dining Room

“The trajectory is the runway to their future; it starts here in the dining room,
a magical classroom that invites and inspires learning.”

Famous PEOPLE Players Theatre

“The Magic of the human spirit is ignited in the theatre of dreams.”

Our Mission is to make this world a better place through the Arts and Education, facilitating our
young people to discover their inner gifts, awakening their entrepreneurial passion for contributing
meaningfully to society.

Our Core Values include Compassion, Gratitude and Diversity, which are interwoven in everything
we do…making this world a better place.

Academic Subjects
We currently offer the following courses curated by a team of experienced teachers.

English for Living Out Your Entrepreneurial Dream
What you write is who you are. Learn good use of language & grammar to write professional business
proposals, letters, and drumroll please to publish your own book. This course will be taught in the
creative environment of the stage. Bring to life from your favourite book a character or Canadian heros
who inspired you to achieve more through their trajectory.

Math for Everyday Life
Learn useful math for the real world, including square footage calculations for designing your future
dream project, i.e. landscaping, building a house and much more. Most importantly learn how to file
your income tax return and how to create a budget for converting $1.00 into one million dollars. Invest
for the future by being proactive now.

Science
We will take you on a flight inside the universe… Be like Alice in the looking glass as you go through
the universal worm hole. What do you find? Get your white coats on and start conducting experiments,
analyzing data, and finding solutions for today’s problems by exploring the universe inside of you. We
will also be inviting top experts from the field to speak with students about their discoveries.

Geography
Learn about the inner workings of our local and global ecosystems with a focus on how to take care
of the environment as you design and improve landscaping, gardening, and city waste management
systems with a circular economic approach rather than a one-time use, toss it in the can linear
approach.

Did you know? Founder Diane Dupuy CM, member of the Order of Canada, joined former VP Al Gore
in the ‘Alliance of a New Humanity’. Mr. Gore spoke on the environment and Ms. Dupuy about the
environment within - perfect for engaging students to explore the sustainable changes that need to be
made, starting with us first!

History & Politics
Board our time machine into the past and learn about Canadian and Global history to better
understand our position in the world right now. How did we get from the founding of Canada to where
we are today? Meet the pioneers in history who sacrificed and built this great country. You will bring
this to life on stage when you re-enact the war of 1812 or characters from Heritage Canada.
This is where you will also learn how to make informed choices by understanding our government &
policies, developing appreciation for those individuals in history who advocated for equal
representation, such as Cairine Reay Mackay Wilson, the first woman Senator of Canada in 1930.
“My late father and former Prime Minister of Canada, the Honourable Pierre Trudeau saw the potential
of people with disabilities, and quickly funded the first job creation grant, Opportunities for Youth (OFY)
for Famous PEOPLE Players. Indeed, Ms. Dupuy, a member of the Order of Canada and her
company, Famous PEOPLE Players made Canadian history by making their theatrical company
inclusive for people with all abilities.” - Prime Minister Justin Trudeau

Computers & Technology
Select a charity to practice being internet savvy with, by designing awesome videos, graphics and a
website to advance their mission across social media. Posting positive messages and tweeting thought
provoking information/questions will put a smile on faces, giving hope to everyone... Most importantly,
learn through your creative genius how the internet can play a big part in healing the world.

Culinary Arts & Hospitality

Famous PEOPLE Players Kitchen Food Prep

“The culinary arts will tantalize their taste buds as they learn to create
a museum of inspiring cuisine.”
On days where FPP is open for lunch and show, everything our students are learning is now put to
the test. The curtain rises as they assist the Players in the Culinary Department, preparing and serving
hot meals to the tables, building confidence and the opportunity to earn food and handling certificates.
When you help others, you help yourself.
“We need The Stars of Tomorrow. Too many young people are adrift on a turbulent sea. With hope
and encouragement, this innovative program will guide them toward their destination. Thank you
Famous PEOPLE Players!” - Dr Gary Freeman, Child and Adolescent Psychologist

Arts/Arts Administration & Drama
Students in the Props Shop

“Students become explorers
as they adventure into
the workshop of design
and creativity.”

There is no business like show business, but there is no show without any business. From our Arts
Administration Department, they will integrate their Math and English subjects to put together a plan
to raise funds and sponsorships. In the Theatre, they will learn the inner workings of mounting a
production, designing the props and sets, and the costs involved in putting on a show.
On show days, students will break out into groups, helping Famous PEOPLE Players backstage with
the performance and preparing the dining room for dessert and coffee.
At the curtain call, the Players will step forward into the light to introduce the Stars Of Tomorrow…

________________________________________________________________________________
“Famous PEOPLE Players have played a vital role in bringing joy to the lives of many while also
recognizing the many talents of young people in our city. Their latest project The Stars of Tomorrow
will change lives and help high school students realize their full potential. This is all the more important
during the pandemic when students are wanting to explore new opportunities and are having to adapt
to the changing times. I want to thank Famous PEOPLE Players for being a great example in the
community and for being a source of inspiration for many.” - Mayor John Tory
“I want to congratulate everyone at Famous PEOPLE Players for this incredible initiative. For many
years, Famous PEOPLE Players has been at the centre of Ontario’s cultural scene. Their continued
focus and dedication to the wellbeing of our Province’s children is something we are so grateful for
and we take tremendous pride in the work they are doing.” - Premier Doug Ford

________________________________________________________________________________

Let's get started by filling out this online inquiry form, followed by an interview with the student and
parent(s)/guardian(s) to discuss previous school experiences, challenges, things you are good at,
personal aspirations and possible careers. Together we will make concrete educational goals and
discuss how we can better customize our program for you.

Shakespeare said, “The world is a stage” and yes everyone has a part!
No matter who they are.
They are the world’s future Entrepreneurs,
making this world a better place through their passion and dreams.
Nothing can stop them because their passion makes their adrenalin soar!

